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This report contains predicted orbit plots for t_e IMP-ll satellite
for the time period January-December 1976. This satellite has been identi-
fied as an important possible contributor to the International M_gneto-
spheric Study (IMS) project. The predicted orbit plots are shown in three
projections. The time period covered by each set of projections is 12 days
6 hours, corresponding approximately to the period of IMP-l|. The three co-
ordinate systems used are the Geocentric Solar Ecliptic system (GSE), the
Geocentric Solar Magnetospheric system (GSM) j and the Solar Magnetic system
(SM).
For the GSE system, the X-axis is along the Earth-Sun llne toward the
Sun, and the Z-axis is perpendicular re the ecliptic plane such that the Y-
axis is toward dusk. The GSE projection at the top left of the set of three
plots shows the satellite trajectory rotated into the X-Y plane in order to
illustrate the relative positions of the satellite and the bow shock and
magnetopause boundaries. Fairfield's model (1971) for the average position
of these boundaries has been used. This model corresponds to a solar wind
_elocity of 420 km/sec. For positive X values, a spherical rotation of the
satellite radius vector has been performed at constant ecliptic longitude.
For negative X valuesl a cylindrical rotation of the Y and Z components of
the radius vector has been performed at constant X.
For the GSM system, the X-axis is along the Earth-Sun llne toward
the Sun, and the X-Z plane contains the geomagnetic dipole such that the
Z-axls is positive northward and the Y-axis is toward dusk. The GSM pro-
Jection at the top right of the set of three plots shows the satellite
trajectory projected onto the Y-Z plane in order to show the relative
position of the satellite and the neutral sheet. A simple model for the
neutral sheet is assumed: the sheet is hinged onto tliegeomagnetic equator
at i0 Earth radii in the antisolar direction and lies in the GS_ X-Y plane.
The neutral sheet positions are shown as horizontal lines corresponding to
six equally spaced times of the first day covered by the plot. The extent
_ the horizontal lines in Y has no significance. The pro_ected traject-
ories are shown as solid lines for X < -In Earth radii and as dashed lines
for X > -i0 Earth radii. The dashed lines indicate that the satellite is
not in the region of the neutzal sheet regardless of Z values.
_* For the SM system, the Z-axis contains the north magnetic pole, and
the Y-axis is perpendicular to the Earth-Sun line toward dusk. The satel-
lite trajectory is shown at the bottom of the set of titree plots as mag-
netic latitude and magnetic local time. These values of magnetic latitude
and magnetic local time use SH latitude and longitude as a has[s.
For cad* of the three projections, time ticks and c,_dus are given oH
the satellltc trajectories. The codes are hlt:crpreted i. the table at tint,
base of each plot. Time is given in the table as year/day/dec:final hour,
The total time covered by each plot is showll at the hottoi* of each tal>Ie.
J
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An addlt_onal variable is given in the table for each time tick. For the
GSM and SH projection this variable is the geocentric distance2 to the
satellite in Earth radii, and for the GSE projection tilevariable is
satellite ecliptic latitude in degrees.
For the orbit predictions shown in this report actual spacecraft
elements for epoch April 1975 were used. The predicted elements for
January i, 1976, are shown in Table i.
II. IMP-H ORBIT CHARACTERISTICS FOR 1976
The low inclination of the IMP-H satellite precludes encounters with
the direct access (cusp) region, and thus the magnetic latitude/magnetic
local time projections shown in this report are of limited value. How-
ever, IMP-H provides a number of useful bow shock, magnetopause, and
neutral sheet encounters throughout 1976.
The characteristics of the bow shock and magnetopause encounters do
not vary throughout the year. Twice per revolution the satellite en-
counters these boundaries at negative XcS E. One encounter per boundary
occurs in the mldnight/dusk quadrant and one in the midnight/dawn quad-
rant. The satellite spends approximately 15 percent of each revolution
in the nightside magnetosheath and approximately 65 percent of each
revolution in the interplanetary medium. However, it should be noted
that the _riaxial fluxgate magnetometer (see brief descriptions) on IMP-H
is not functioning, and thus the satellite is not an ideal monitor of the
interplanetary medium.
The most useful characteristic of the IHP-H orbit in 1976 is the
neutral sheet encounters. These are summarized in Table 2. There are
14 encounters grouped into three periods. During each period the en-
counters occur on consecutive revolutions and progress from the dawn to
dusk magnetotail. Note, in addition, that the altitudes of the encounters
in each period occur at progressively more remote regions of the magneto-
tail.
_ Ill. SPACECRAFT _D EXPERIHENT STATUS
Brief descriptions of the 13 IMP-H experimentg are given in pages
5-15. A summary is shown in Table 3. All experiments, except the
fluxgate magnetometer (principal investigator, N. F. Ness), are operat-
ing normally or partially. Four of the IMP-Ii experimenters appear in
the IMS DirecLory No. 2. However, only two, F. L. Scarf and
D. J. Williams, have identified the IMP-H experiments under their IHS
Program Summary numbers.
mh ......Z* _. _---a
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IV. FUTURE OPEI_TIOII._
The Satellite Situation Center (SSC) maintain_ orbit prediction plots
o11 16-ntmmicrofilm for IlIP-llof the type silown in this docu1,1entfor th_




SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- INP-H
ALTERNATE NAMES- PL.-?I3At EXPLORER 47
IMP 7t 06197
NSSDC ID- 72-073A
LAST REPORTED STATE- LAUNCHEO AND OPERATING NORMALLY
AT THE STANDARD DATA ACQUIS|T|ON RATE SINCE 09/23/72.
LAUNCH DATE- 09/23/72 SPACECRAFT WEIGHT- 390. KG





QRB|T TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 09/25/72
URUIT PERIOD- 17365e NIN INCLINATION- 2Seo DEG
RERIAPSIS- 201_99e KM ALT APOAPSIS- 235639. KM ALT
RECENT ORB|T PARAMETERS
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DAT_- 07/|3/74
ORBIT PERIO0- 174B2. MIN |NCLINATIHN- 9=215 DEG
RERIAPSI 19_B?Be KM ALT APOAPSIS- 243_26. KM ALT
SPACECRAFT PERSONNEL (PM=PROJECT MANAGE_e PS=PROJECT SCIENTIST)
PM - Me OAVIS ......=..*oeo. NASA-GSFC
GREENflELTo MD
PS - JeHe KING leeeeoeoe.eeeee. NASA-GSFC
GREEN_ELT_ MD
SPACECRAFT BRIEF DESCR|#TION
|MP-H CONTINUED THE STUDY UEGUN BY EARLIER IMP
SPACECRAFT OF TI'_ INTERPLANETARY AND MAGNETOTA|L _(EGIONS F_t]M
A NEARLY CIRCULAR OR_lTt NEAR 37 EAqTH RADII. THIS |6-SIDED
DRUM-SHAPED SPACECRAFT WAS 157 CM HIGH AND 135 CM IN I)IAM. IT
WAS DESIGNED TO M_ASURE ENERGETIC PARTICLESt PLASMAt AND
EL_CTR|C AND MAGNETIC FieLDS. THE SI)IN AX_S WAS NORMAL TO TH_
ECLIPTIC PLAN_e AND THE SPIN P_RIUO wAS I,3 _Co THE
SPACECRAFT wAS POWERED BY SOLAR CELLS ANI) A CH[ M|CAL IJATTE_Yo
SCIENTIFIC ()ATA WERE TELEMETERED TO EARTH AT l&O0 _)PS I WITtt A








H......... IMP-He BAME ......... -- .................. - .............
EXPERIMENT NAME- M_ASUREMENT OF _QLAR PLASMA
_-- NSSDC IO- 72-073A-10
- LAST REPORTEO STATE- LAUNCHED AND OPERATING NORMALLY
AT THE STANDARD DATA ACGU|S|TION RATE _|NCE 3_123/72e
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (P|:PRINC|PAL INVESTIGATOR, TL=TEAM LEADER
OI:OTH_R INVESTIGATORw TM=TEAM MEMBER)
Pl -- SeJ* BAME ***e*eaeeaaaee*_LOS ALAMOS SCI LAO
LOS ALAMO_t NM
O! -- JeRe ASBRIDGE *eeeeeeeeeeeLOS ALAMO_ SC[ _AB
LOS ALAMOSt NM
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
A NEMISPt:_RICAL ELECIRQSTAT|C ANALYZER _AS USED TO STUDY
: THE DIRECTIONAL INTENSITY OF POSITIVE IONS AND ELECTNONS IN
THE SOLAR WIND, MAGNETOSHEATH, ANO MAGNETDTA|Le IONS AS HEAVY
AS OXYGEN WERE RESOLVED WHEN THE SOLAR WIND TEMPERATURE WAS
_ LOW. ENERGY ANALYSIS WAS ACCOMPLISHED 8Y CHARGING THE PLATES
_m TO KNOWN VOLTAGE LEVELS AND ALLOWING THEM TO DISCHARGE #ITH
_, KNOMN RC TiME CONSTANTS. IN TH5 SOLAR WIND, POSITIV_ IONS FROM
_i 200 EV TO S KEV (|5 PERCENT SPACING, 3 PERCENT _ESOLUT|ON) AND
_ ELECTRONS FROM S EV TO I KEV (30 PERCENT SPACING, 15 PERCENT
RESOLUTION) WER_ STUDIED. IN THE MA_NETOSHEATHo POSITIVE IONS
FROM 200 EV TO S KEY (|5 PERCENT SPACING* 3 PERCENT
RESOLUTION) AND FROM 200 EV TO E KEY (30 P_RCENT SPACING, ;5
-- PERCENT RESOLUTION) AND ELECTRONS FROM 5 _V TO I KEY I3O
PERCENT SPACING* 15 PERCENT RESOLUTION) WERE STUD|EDo IN THE
MAGNETOTA;Le POSITIVE IONS FROM 200 EV TO 20 KEV (30 PERCENT
_:'i SPACING, 15 PERCENT RESOLUT|ON) AND ELECTRUNS FROM S EV TO |
KEY (30 PERCENT SPACINGt iS PERCENT RESOLUTION) AND FROM tO0
EV TO aO KEY (15 I_RCENT RESOLUTION) WERE STUDIED,
B
....... |MP-He BRIDGE .........................................
i
EXPERIMENT NAMe-- M_ASUREMENT OF SOLAR PLASMA
NSSDC |D- ?2-OT3A-02
q
LAST REPORTEO STATE- LAUNCHED AND OPERATING PARTIALLY
AT THE STANDARD DATA ACOU|SIT|ON RATE SINCE 12/11/73.
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (P_:PR|NCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, TL=TEAM LEADER
O|=OTHER INVESTIGATOR* TM=TEAM MEMBER)
Pl - HeSe _R|D_ eeoeeeeeoeeeeeMASS |NST OF TECH
CAMBRIDGE* MA
O| " A*Jo LAZARUS eee*e*ee*eee*MASS )NST OF TECH
CAMBRIDGE* MA
OI - J.He BENSACK *ee*eeeeeeee*MASS |NST OF TECN
CAMBRIDGE* MA





A qODULATED SPLIT-COLLeCTOR FARADAY CUP WHICH WAS
PERPENDICULAR TO THE SPACECRAFT SPIN AXIS WAS USED TO STUDY
THE DIRECTIONAL INTENSITY OF POSITIVE IONS A_O ELECTRONS IN
THE SQL.AR WIN De ?RANSITION REGION, AND NAGNETOTAILe ELECTRONS
WERE STUDIED IN EIGHT LOGARITHMICALLY EGUISPACED CHAN_LS
BETNEEN 17 SV AND 7 KEVe POSITIVE IONS WERE STUDIED IN EIGHT
CHAN_ELS BETWEEN SO EV AND 7 KEVe A SPECTRUM WAS OBTAINED
EVERY EIGHT SPACECRAFT REVOLUTIONS. ANGULAR INFORNATION wAS
OBTAINED IN EITHER 15 EQUALLY SPACED INTERVALS DURING A
360-DIG REVOLUTION OF THE SATELLITE OR IN 15 ANGULAR SEGNENTS
CENTERED MORE CLOSELY ABOUT YHE SPACECRAFT SUN LINE.
....... IMP--H* CLINE ..........................................
EXPERIMENT NAME-- STUDY OF COSNIC-RAYt SOLAR, AND
NAGNETDSPHERIC ELECTRONS
NSSO: [D- ?Z-_TSA-I3
LAST REP3RTED STATE- LAUNCHEO AND OPERATING NORMALLY
&T tHE STANDARD DATA ACQUISITION RATE SINCE 10/13/72.
EXRERIJ,ENT PERSONNEL IPl=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR. TL:TEAM LEADER
Of:OTHER INVESTIGATORe TM=TEAM MEMBER)
Pl - T=L. CLINE *.*eee**=ee=eeeNASA-GSFC
GREENBELT* MD
EXPERIMENT HRIEF DESCRIPTION
TtlIS EXPERIMENT STUDIEB GALACTIC AND SOLAR ELECTRONS AND
POSITRONS IN THE KINE?[C ENERGY RANGE SO KEV TO 2 MEV.
INFa_MAtiON ON PROTONS BETWEEN _e5 AND &*0 MEV WAS ALSO
OBTAINEDI A COLLIMATED ST|LSENE CRYSTAL SCINTILLATOR LOOKING
PERPENDICULAR TO THF SPACECRAFT SPIN AXIS SERVED AS THE
PR[NC|:'A_ DETECTOR. A SIMILAR* FULLY SHIELDED CRYSTAL SERVED
TO DEVERMINE THE C(]NTRI_UTION TO THE pRINCIPAL DETECTOR COUNT
RATE O: _L_CTFaON% AND PROTONS GENERATED WITHIN THE PRINCIPAL
DETECTO_ BY GAMMA RAYS AND NEUTRONS* RESPECTIVELY* A FULLY
3H/_.DED CSI rRYSTAL SERVED AS A GAMMA-_AY S_ECT_OMETER AND
WAS USED 1N COINCIDENCE WITH THE PRINCIPAL DETECTOR TO
DISTINGUISH ELECTRONS FRDM POSITRONS. COUNT RATES FROM EACH
DCTECT_R 3OTA1NED IN FIGHT ANGULAR SECTORS PER REVOLUTION WERE
T_LEMETERED, IN A_BZ/IONe THE AMPLITUDE ANO SHAPE OF TM_ PULSE
GENERATED IN ?HF F)RINCIPAL DETECTO_ UY THE FIRST STOPPING
PART|CL_ IN _:ACH APPROPRIATE TELEMETRY FRAME WILL 8E STUDIED,
PUL_ A_RLITU() ¢ AND SHAPE WEI_ TO YIELD ENERGY (IO PERCENT









TMIS EXPERIMENT WAS DESIGNED TO UETEHMINE Ttt_
CDMPOS|TIDN AND ENERGY SPECTRA OF LUW-I_NLRGY PA_TI_LES
ASSOCIATED WITH SOLAR ACTIVITY AND iNTERPLANETARY PROCESSES.
THE DETECTORS U_O mERE (1) AN ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZER [TO
SELECT PARTICLES 0F TI_E DESIGNATED ENERGY PER CHARGE) COt4_INEU
WITH AN ARRAY OF WINDOWLESS S_.IO-STATL DETECTORS (TO M_ASURE
THE ENERGY LOSS) AND SURROUNDED BY AN ANTiCOINC|DENCE
SHIELDING AN0 (2) A PART[CLE TELESCOPE CONSISTING OF A SILICON
SURFACE BARRIER DETECTOR AND A FLAT TWO-CHAMBER PROPQRTIOt_AL
COUNTER ENCLOSED IN AN ANT|CDINC|DENCE SCINTILLATOR CUP, THE
EXPER|MENT MEASURED PARTICLE ENERG|ES FRDR 0el- TO _-MEV PER
CHARGE IN t2 OANOS AN0 UNIQUELY IDENTIFIEU POSITRONS AND
ELECTRONS AS 1ELL AS NUCLEi m|TH CHARGES OF Z FROM I TO
(CHARGE GROUP RESOLUTION FOR Z BETWEEN 9 AND 2B|e TWO
t000-CHANNEL PULSE HEIGHT ANALYZERS* ONE FOR EACH ELEMENT OF
THE TELESCOPE* IIERE INCLUDED IN THE EXPERIMENT PAYLOAD, TH_
TELESCOPE FAILED ON NOVEHSER ZSe 1972, WHEN THE WINDOW ON T ft_
PROPORTIONAL COUNTER WEAKENED AND BURST DUE TO EXPOSURE TO uV
RAD|ATION*
....... IMP-He KR|NIGiS ......................................
EXPERiNENT NAME- CHARGED PARTICLE NEASURENENTS EXPER|MENT
NSSOC |D- TZ-0?3A-0B
LAST REPORTED STATE- LAUNCHED AND OPERATING PARTIALLY
AT THE STANDARD DATA ACQUISITION RATE SINC_ [2/11/73,
EKPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR. TL=TEAN LEAOER
OI=0Tt'_R INVEST|GATOR* TM=TEAM MEMBER)
PI - S.Me KRIMiGIS ee.eeeeeeeeeAPPLiED PHYSICS LAU
LAUREL* MD
OI -- TePe ARMSTRONG eeeee*eeeeeU OF KANSAS
LAWRENCE* KS
O! -- JeA* VAN ALLEN *eeteeeeee. U OF IOmA
iOWA CITY, IA
EXPERIMENT BRIEF OESCRIPTIUN
THREE SOLI0-STATE DETECTORS IN AN ANTICOINCIDENC_I
PLASTIC SCINTILLATOR OBSERVED ELECTRONS HETWEEN 0e2 AND <o_
MEV_ P_OTUNS OETWEEN 0e3 ANO SO0 M_V, ALPHA PARTICLES L)ETWE[N
2*0 AND 200 MEV, HEAVY PARTICLES wiTH ATOMIC NUMbeRS _AN_ING
FROM 2 TO S WiTH ENERGIES GREATER THAN _ MEVt HEAVY PAHTICL_S
WITH Z VALUES RANGING BETWEEN 6 AND B wITH EN[RGIES GREATER
THAN 32 MEV, AND INTEGHAL PROTONS AND ALPHAb 'JF E_EHGIE_
GREATER THAN 50 MEV/NUCLEON, ALL W|TH DYNAMIC RANGES OF | TO
ONE N[LLION (PER _QUARE CM-SEC-STER), FIVE THIN W[ND()W




I_ K_V, PROT_N_ t)F _NE_Y _AT_ T_AH _ _ve AND X HAY_
W|TH NAVEL_NGTH_ ULTWE_N 2 AND iO A, ALL W|Trt A UYNAqEC _AN_
OF |0 TU J00 NILLIUN ¢1_ _UARh CM-b_C-ST_). _AHT|CL_% AND X
HAYS PRIHARILY UF %ULAR U_IGIN WEHF _TUDI_Oe _UT THF DYNAMIC
RANGE AND RESOLtITI_N OF THE |N_T_UMKNT P_RMITT_D COSMIC RAYS
AND NAGNET_TAIL PAHT|CL_S TU HL UH_ERV_D. OETECTD_ [| (4-|@ A
XeRAYSe PR_TUNS eGTe 250 K_Ve _LECTRON_ o_T. IS KEVI FAILED AT
A_OUT |_30 GRT_ DECEMBER |At |g72e DET_CTO_ E2A (leS-I_ A
X-RAY_e P_QTONS eGTe _00 KEVe ELECTRONS .GT_ 45 K_V) FAILED ON
JANUARY |3e t973 AT AOOUT t700 GMTe OET£CT_RS _25 AND _2C
(PROTONS eGTe S0_ KEVI _LECTRQNS _GT. GS KEV) UEGA_ DEGRADIN_
IN MED-D[CENUERt IgT_ AND WER[ USELES_ AFTEH JANUA_Yt |gT_.
....... |MP-.Ht MCDONALD ......................................
EXPERIMENT NAME- SULAR AND COSMIC-RAY PA_T|CLES
NSSOC ID- T2-073A-09
LAST REPORTED STATE- LAUNCHED AN0 OPERATING NORMALLY
AT THE STANDAR0 DATA ACDUISITIO_ RATR S|NCE 0g/2G/?2.
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI:PR|NCIPAL |NVESTI_ATORt TL:TEAM L[AD_R
Oi=OTI_R INVEST|GATORt TM:TEAM MEMBER)
P| -- FeSe MCDONALD e.eeee*ee.*eNASA-GSFC
GREENUELT* MD
D| " UNKNDXN eeeeeeeeeeeeveeeeeeNASA-JSC
HOUSTON, TX
O! - OeJe TEEGAROEN eeeeee_eeeeNASA-GSFC
GREENBELT* MD
EXPERIMENT 6R|EF OESCRIPT|UN
THE GSFC COSMIC-RAY EXPERIMENT MEASURE0 ENERGY _PECTRA*
COMPOS|T|ONe AND ANGULAR DISTRIBUTION OF S_LAR AND _ALACTIC
ELECTRONSt PROTONSt AND tt_AVIER NUCLC| UP T_ Z : 3OR THREE
OIST|NCT D_TECTOR SYSTEMS I_RE USED. T,E FIRST SYSTEH
CONSISTED OF A PAIR OF SOLID-STATE TELESCOPES _HICH NEASURED
INT|_GRAL FLUXES ABOVE |50. 350t ANO 700 KEV AN0 OF PROTON5
_UOVE 0.05e 0*lSt 0.70_ |.0. 1.2. _.0. 2.St _.Ot ISt AND 25
REYe EXCEPT FOR THE e05 MEV PROTON MODEe ALL COUNTING MODES
HAD UNIQUE SPECIES IDENTIFICATION. THE SECOND DETECTOR SYSIEN
_AS A SOI.|D-STATE DE/OK VS E TELESCOPE THAT LUOKED
'_ P_RPENDICULAR TO THE SPIN AXIS. THIS TELESCOPE MEASURED NUCLEI
FROM | TO 16 ANU WITH _NERG|ES BETWEEN 4 AND 20 _V/NUCLEONe
C_UNTS OF PARTICLES iN T I'I_ 0*5 TO 4 MEV/NUCLEON RAN_Ee elTfl NO
CHARGE RESOLUTION. WERE Q_TA|NEO AS COUNTS IN THE DE/DXe OUT
NOT IN THE E* SENSOR. T_E THIRD O_TECTQR SYSteM WAS A
THREE-ELFMENT CS| SCINTILLATOR TELESCDP_ N_OS_ AXIS MADE AN
ANGLE OF 39 DIG WITH RESPECT TO THE SPIN AXIS. T,E INSTRUMENT
RESPONDED TO ELECTHDNS O_TWEEN 2 AND 12 MEV AND NUCLEi FROM I
10
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TD ]0 AMU IN THE E NFRGY RANGE 20 TD _00 MEV/NUCLEONe FOR
PARTICLES _ELnW 80 MEV, THIS INSTRUMENT ACTEd) AS A DE/DX
DETECTOR. AHNVE 80 MEV, IT ACTED AS A _IDIRECTIONAL TRIPLE
DE/OK DETECTOR. FLUX DIRECTIONALITY INFORMATION WAS O_TAINED
UY DIVIDING C_RTAIN PORTIONS nF THE OATA FROM EACH DETECTOR
SYSTEM INTO EIGHT ANGULAR SECTORS.
....... IMP-Ht NFSS ...........................................
EXPERIMENT NAMe- MAGNETIC FIELDS EXPERIMENT
NSSDC IO- 72-073A-01
LAST REPORTED STATE- INOPERABLE SINCE 04/03/13,
EXPERIMENT PFRSUNNEL (PI=PRINCIP&L |NVESTIGATQRe rL:T_ .,e ; _r_ER
OI;()YHER INVESTIGATOI>e Te'_e _M Mb_aER8
Pl - NeFe NESS oeee*oeeeeeeeeeeNASA-_S'_
GREENq,;Ltt M_
_I -- CeSe SC_ARCE seeeoleoe....NASA" ;SFC
GREEN_LTo M_
_1 - JeBe SEFK *oeeee.eoeee..ooNASA--GSFC
GREENBELT_ MO
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THI_ EXPeRIMEnT C(INSISTED OF A BOOM-MOUNTED TRIA_AL
FLUXGATE _AAGNETOMETfB DESIGNED TO STUDY THE INTERPLANETARY A_D
GEOMAGNETIC TAIL MAGNETIC F|ELDSo EACH S_NS_R HAD _'H_EE
DYNAMIC RANG_% ---- PLUS OR MINUS 12t PLUS OR MINUS 3_e AND PLUS
OR MINUS lOS GAMMASe WITH TNF AID OF A _IT COMPACTION 5CHIME
(_LTA MOOULATION|t 25 V_CTOR MEASUREMENTS WERE MADE AND
TE_E_ETE_EU PF_ SEE. THF INSTRUMENT FUNCTIONED NOHMALLY FROM
TURN-ON (SEPTEMBER 23_ 1972I TO OECEMBEP 2_ 1972_ NHE!_ THE
FLIPPER _ECHANISM FAILFDe THIS _ENDFRED SUMEiHAT MORE
DIFFICULT THe. DET_M1NATI_}N {)F ZERO LEVEL DRIFT IN THE
SPIN-AXIS SFNS_)R_ THE INSTt_UMENT C_NTINUEI) IN THIS STATE UNTIL
APRI_ Ae IQ?_t WHI!N INSTRUMENT MALFUNCTION CAUSED A SERIES OF
_PAC_CRAFT _INI)|-R-VOLTAG_ TU_NI}FFS_ _TTEMPTS TU C[)RRECT THIS
WERE UNSUCCFS%FUL_ AND THE INSTRUMENT WAS TURNED OFP ON APRIL
fOe 1973.
....... IMP-fit ('GILVi r - .......................................
EXPERIMENT NAMF- S(]LAR WiN r) ION COMPOSITION
NSSDC Iu- ?_-0?]A-12
LAST REP_RTC_ %TATE- LAUNCttEI) AN_ _P_RATING NORMALLY
AT THE !_TA_L_AEI) r_ATA ACQUISITIiIN _TE SINCF 09/_A/TZe
EX_EHIMENT PERf:flNNEL (PI=PR|NCII)AL INVESTIGAT(iR_ TL=TFAM LEAI)EB





Pl K.We OG|LVI_ ,*e*e**a***eeNA_A-GSFC
i" GREFNUELTe MD
! EXPERIM_NT t_RIEF DESCRIPT|nN
! AN _LECTROSTATIC ANALYZER AND WEIN-TYPE VELOCITY
_- SELECTOR WERE USED TO GAIN EXPLORATORY DATA ON HEAVY (ON
-- COMP)SITION IN THE SOLAR WIND. THE BULK VELOCITIES OF 4HEee_[
i= 4HEre 3HE+_, AND 0 (ISOTOPES INDISTINGUISHABLE) IONS IN ALL
IONIZATION STATES wERE SEPARATELY STUDIED. DURING 30
iI SUCCESSIVE SPACECRAFT SPIN PERIODSt IONS OF A GIVEN SPECIES
r-- WERE STUDIED IN 30 LOGA_ZTHMICALLY EQUISPACED BULK VELOCITY
CItANNELS FROM 20_ TO 600 KM/SEC. A COMPLETE SET OF
i__ MEASUREMENTS PrQUIRED AROUT 10 MIN AND CONSISTED _F THIRTY
F I-STEP SEQUENCES FOR 4 HE_ IONS AND FIVE 30-STEP SEQUENCES
FOR _ACH DF THE OTHER THREE SPECIESe
i ....... IMP-He SCARF ..........................................
i EXPERIMENT NAME- PLASMA WAVE EXPERIMENT
NSSOC |0- ?2-O?3A-II
LAST REPORTED STATE- LAUNCHED AND OPERATING NORMALLY
i AT A SUBSTANDARD DATA _CQUISITION RATE SINCE 09/24/72.
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PI:PRINCIPAL INVEST|GATOR_ TL:TEAM LEADER
OI:OTHER INVEST|GATORo TM:TEAM MEMBER|
PI - F*L. SCAPF .,eete,*eeteeeeTRw SYSTEMS GROUP
REDONDD BEACH_ CA
Ol -- GeMe CROOK eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeGA|NES MI CRD_K ASSO
LAGUNA BEAC_t CA
O| -- leMe GREEN *.*eooeeeeeeooeTRW SYSTEMS GROUP
REDONDO BEACH_ CA
OI ReN* FREDERICKS eeeeeeeeeeYRW SYSTEMS GROUP
REDONDO BEACHt CA
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
ELECTRIC FIELD COMPONENTS PERPENDICULAR TO THE
SPACECRAFT SPIN AXIS AND THE MAGNETIC FIELD COMPONENT PARALLEL
TO THAT AXIS MERE MEASURED BY AN ELECTRIC DIPOLE ANTENNA AND A
SEARCH COIL MAGNETOMETEF_e BOTH SENSORS WERE MOUNTED ON A
ii 3eOS-M SOOMe DATA MERE OBTAINED IN EIGHT FREQUENCY CHANNELS
_! FMOM lO HZ TO lO0 KNZ IN EITHER THE NORMAL MODE DR THESNAPSHOT MOOEe TWO CHANNELSe CENTERED AT 67 AND 600 HZe HAD
10-O0 FALL-OFF POINTS OF |? ANO ISO HZe AND 2TO AND elO NZ,
i-- R_SPECTIVELYe THE REMAINING SIX CHANNELS WERE NARROW-BANDWiDTH
CHAN_ELS CENt'EREO AT leSe Ee3e Se4e |OeBe 30t AND ?0 KNZe IN
m THE NORMAL MODEe THE ANTENNA _AS FIRST SAMPLED IN A GIVEN
FREQUENCY CHANNEL MANY TIMES DURING A GIVEN MEASUREMENT PERIOD
i (COMPARABLE TO THE SPACECRAFT SPIN PERIODIc DURING THE NEXT
PERiSDe THE SEARCH COIL IAS SAMPLED MANY TIMES IN THE SANE
FREQUENCY CHANNELe NEXTe THE ANTENNA WAS SAMPLED IN THE NEXT







CHANNELe THE FREQUENCY CHANNELS WERE INCRENENTEOe AND THE
SAMPLED SENSORS WERE ALTERNATED UNTIL A FULL SET DF DATA WAS
OB;AZNEO IN 16 MEASUREMENT PERIODS IAPPRDXINATELY 20 SEC)e IN
THE SNAPSHOT MODEt ONLY ELECTRIC FIE_D DATA WERE TRANSN|TTED,
AS FOLLOWSe THE ANTENNA WAS FIRST SANPLED IN A GIVEN FREQUENCY
CHANNEL MANY TIMES DURING A GIVEN MEASUREMENT PERIODe IN THE
NEXT PERIOD, THE ANTENNA WAS SAMPLED IN TWO SEQUENCES OF EIGHT
FREQUENCY CHANNELSe THIS TWO-PERIOD MEASUREMENT WAS [XECUTED
EIGHT TIMES, EACH TIME INCREMENTING THE FREQUENCY CHANNEL
STUDIED IN EVERY OTHER PERIOD BY QNEe THUS, A FULL SET OF DATA
AGAIN REQUIRED I6 MEASUREMENT PERIOI)Se IN ADDITION, AN ANALOG
MODE, SANI=I.ING THE ANTENNA AND SEARCH COIL FROM |0 TO IO0 HZ.
WAS USED IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE SPECIAL PURPOSE ANALOG
TELEMETRY TEST TO _E CONDUCTED. UNFORTUNATELY THIS NEW
TELEMETRY SYSTEM DID NOT WORK WELL, AND NO USABLE DATA WERE
OBTAINED IN THIS MODE OF OPERATION, FOR THE DIGITAL MODESt
SOME INTERFERENCE WAS EXPERIENCED FROM THE ASYMMETRIC PLASMA
SHEATH ASSOCIATED WITH THE POLAR CELL ARRAY_ THIS
INTERFERENCE LIMITED THE SENSITIVITY OF THE MAGNETIC FIELD
NEASURENENTS AND |NTRDOUCEO CDMPLEXi_Y INTO ANALYSIS OF THE
ELECTPIC FIELD NEASUREMENTSe
....... IMP--He SIMPSON ........................................
EXPERIMENT NAME- SOLAR FLARE HIGH-Z/LQW-E AND LOW-Z
ISOTOPE EXPERIMENT
NSSDC ID- 72-073A-07
LAST REPORTED STATE- LAUNCHED AND OPERATING PARTIALLY
AT THE STANDARD DATA ACQUISITION RATE SINCE 12/03t7A.
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL IPI=PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR* TL=TEAN LEADER
OI:OTHER INVESTIGATOR, TM=TEAM MEMBER)
Pl -- JoAe SIMPSON eeeeeeteoeeoeU OF CHICAGO
CHICAGDe IL
OI -- Mo GARCIA-MUNOZ e.e..eeeU OF CHICAGO
CH|CAGOe |L
EXPERIHENT BR|EF OESCRIPTION
THIS _XPERIMENT WAS TO INCREASE THE UNDERSTANDING OF
_i SOLAR FLARE PARTICLE ACCELERATION AND PARTICLE CONTAINMENT IN
MAGNETIC FIELDS IN TH_ VICINITY OF THE SUN, THE OET_CTOR
POINTED ALONG TH_ SPACECRAFT SPiN AXIS. IT WAS A WINDOWLESS
DE/OX VS E TELESCOPE WITH ANTICOINCIUENCE SHIELUING AN_
OPERATED IN EITItER OF TWO MODES --- (!1 TI1£ HIGH Z -- LOW E MODE
HAVING AN ENERGY HANGE 0o!$ TO _0 M_V/NUCL_UN AND k CttARGL
RANGE Z=S TO SO AND (2) THE LOU l MODE, HAVING _N _NER_Y _ANGf
6 TO 1200 MEV/NUCLEON (IS_TOPES HYDRI)GEN_ _EuTEI_IUM_
TRITIUM, HELIUM-3o HEI. IUM-AJe THE ENERGY _ANG_ FUH (L[CTRUN5
WAS PRIMARILY 0o3 TO |0 MEVe TH_ ACCEf)TANCE ANGLL I_ THE
DETECTOR WAS SO-bEG FULL ANGLE.
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....... IMP-He STONE ..........................................
EXPERIMENT NAME- _.ECTRON$ AND HYDROGEN AND HELIUM
ISOTOPES
NSSOC IO- TE-OT3A-O6
LAST REPORTED STATE- LAUNCHEO AND OPERATING NORMALLY
AT THE STANDARD DATA ACQUiSitiON RATE S|NCE 09/23/T2.
EXPER|MENT PERSONNEL (Pi:PR|NC|PAL |NVESTIGATON, TL=TEAM LEADER
OlnOTl'i[R INVESTIGATOR* TMmTEAN ME_ER)
P[ -- EeC* STONE ***************CALIF |NET OF TECH
PASADENA* CA
0[ - ReE* VOGT ****************CALiF [NST OF T[CH
PASADENA* CA
EXPERIMENT BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THiS EXPERIMENT WAS DESIGNED TO MEASURE SOLAR AND
GALACTIC ELECTRONS* POSITRONS* ANO NUCLEi* AND TO SEPARATE
iSOTOPES THROUGH OXYGEN. THE ENERGY RANGES COVERED WERE 0.16
TO B NEV (ELECTRONS)* 0.i6 TO E MEV iPQSITRONS)t AND ABOUT l
TO 40 MEV/N (NUCLEi)* THE iNSTRUMENT WAS A TELESCOPE
CONS)STING OF li COL|NEAR* FULLY DEPLETEO* S(LiCON SURFACE
BARRIER DETECTORS INSIDE A PLASTIC _[NTILLATOR
ANTiCOiNCiDENCE SHIELD* FOUR OF THE TOP FiVE SENSORS WERE
ANNULAR WHILE THE RENA|NDER WERE SOLID DISCS* THIS
ARRANGEMENT GAVE NARROW GEOMETRY (ANTI COINCiOENCE IN ANNULAR
SENSORS) AND WiDE GEOMETRY MODES miTH HALF ANGLE ACCEPTANCE
CONES OF ABOUT 24 ANO 36 DiG. THE TELESCOPE AXiS WAS
PERPENDICULAR TO THE SPACECRAFT SPIN AXIS. DATA RETURNED
CONSISTED OF 8-SECTORED AND SPiN--INTEGRATED COUNT RATES FOR
EIGHT O|FFERENT CO|NCIDENCE/ ANT|CO|NCIDENCE MODES AND TWO
PARAMETER PULSE HEIGHT ANALYSES FDR 32 PART|*LEE EVERY 20*AS
SiC* THE COINCIDENCE MODE CHOSEN FOR PULSE HEIGHT ANALYSIS iN
ANY O*6A SiC |NTERVAL WAS FIXED BY A FiVE LEVEL PRIORITY
SYSTEM* THE PRINCIPAL CONTRIBUTORS TO EACH COINC|OENCE MODE
RATE WERE -- (|) 0*)6- TO S-MEV ELECTRONS AND l- TO 43-MEV/N
NUC*EI* (2| i-- TO S-REV ELECTRONS AND 13- TO A3-MEV/N NUCLEi,
(3) N_UTR_LS* SUCH AS GAMMA RAYS* (4| 0*2- TO I-MEV ELECTRONS*
($) |- TO 3-MEV ELECTRONS* (G) 1*2- T3 2*4-MEV/N NUCLEI, (T)
4- TO 13-NEV/N NUCLEi* AND (B| ELECTRONS ABOVE 3 MEV AND
;; NUCLEi ABOVE 30 _EV/N* INITIAL EXPERIMENT PERFORMANCE WAS
NORMAL*
....... IMP-He i|LLIAMS ----*'---*------*-- .............. -- ....











LAST REPORTED STATE- LAUNCHED AND OPERATING NORMALLY
AT THE STANDARD DATA ACQUISITION RATE SINCE 09/_6/?2.
EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL (PIsPRINC(PAL INVESTIGATORs TL=TEAM LEADER
Q|sOTHER INVEST|GATOR* TN:TEAN ME_ER|
P| - DeJ* W|LLIA_S ************NOAA-ERL
BOULDER* CO
O| -- C.De BOSTROkl *************APPLIED PNYS|CS LAB
LAUREL t MD
O| - J*C. ARMSTRONG IDECEASED)eeAPI:q. IED PHYS|CS LAB
LAUREL, MD
O| - J.H, TRAINOR ***e,eeeeeeeeNASA*GSFC
GREENBELT, MD
EXPER|MENT SR|EF DESCRIPTION
THE PURPOSES OF THiS EXPERIMENT WERE (|) TO STUDY THE
PROPAGATION CHARACTER|ST(CS OF SOLAR COSMIC RAYS THROUGH THE
|NTERPLANETARY MED|UM OVER THE ENERGY RANGES INDICATED BELOm,
(2) TO STUDY ELECTRON AND PROTON PATCHES THROUGHOUT THE
GEOMAGNETIC TAIL AND NEAR AND THROUGH THE FLANKS OF THE
MAGNET*PAUSE, AND (3) TO STUDY THE ENTRY OF SOLAR COSMIC RAYS
INTO THE GEOMAGNET|C F(ELO, THE INSTRUMENTATION CONSISTED OF A
THR_E-ELEMENT TELESCOPE CONFIGURATION EMPLOYING SOLEO--STATE
DETECTORS AND A MAGNET TO DEFLECT ELECTRONS. TWO SIDE-_DUNTED
DETECTORS WSR_ USED TO DETECT THE ELECTRONS DEFLECTED BY THE
MAGNET, TWO ADD(TIONAL SOLID-STATE DETECTORS WERE USED TO
DETECT VERY LOW-ENfRGY (GREATER THAN |5 KEV) PARTICLES, ALPHA
PARTICLES, AND CHARGED PARTICLES OF Z GREATER THAN 2, THE
EXPER|NENT WAS DESIGNEr TO MEASURE (|) PROTON FLUXES FRDH 30
KEV TQ GREATER THAN _,6 MEV |N S(X RANGES, (2) ELECTRON FLUXES
FROM 30 KEV TO GREATER THAN _50 KEV IN TNRE_ RANGES* (3)
CHARGED PARTICLES GREATER THAN (5 KEV, (4| ALPHA PARTICLES
GREATER THAN 0,5 _EV, GREATER THAN I,6 MEVe 2,2 TO 8,8 MEV,
AND 8, B TO 35 MEV, AND (5) CHARGED PARTICLES OF Z GREATER _HAN
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Table 1. ORBIT PARAMETER SUI_4ARYTABLE FOR IMP-H









R.A. of Ascending Node (deg) 69.67
Argument of Perigee (des) 74.48
Mean Anomaly (deg) 300.17
SemimaJor Axis (kin) 224104.04
Perigee Height (kin) 193481.16
Apogee Height (kin) 241970.59
Local Time of Apogee (HH-I_4) 14-05







Table 2. IH_-H NEUTRAL SHEET ENCOUNTERS FOR 1976
i •
Time _ Geocentric Dlstanc_(day/hr) (Ear S_adil) (Earth radii)
1/24 -2 32.0





Period 2 177/24 +5 33.0
189/24 +II 33.0
202/5 +19 34.0
306/5 -18 37.5 '
318/8 -ll 37,0










Table 3. IMP-H EXPERIMENT STATUS Stay
Experiment Principal Status IMS Program
Investigator Summary No.
Solar Plasma S.J. game Op
Solar Plasma H.S. Bridge Par
Cosmic Ray Electrons T.L. Cline Op
Low-Energy Electrons/Protons L.A. Frank Op
Ions and Electrons G. Oloeckler Par
Charged Particle S.H. Krimigis Par
Solar/Cosmic Ray Particles F.E. MacDonald Op
Magnetic Fields N.F. _ess loop 0467*
Solar Wind Ion Composition K.W. Ogilvie Op 0260*
Plasma Wave F.L. Scarf Op 0290
Solar Flare Isotope J.A. Simpson Par
Electrons/Hydrogen/Hellum Isotope E.C. Stone Op
Energetic Electrons/Protons D.J. Williams Op 0173
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